A model's ability to explain procyclical movements in real wages has become an important benchmark by which macroeconomists judge business cycle theories. Because Keynesian models with sticky nominal wages predict countercyclical real wages, they have been criticized and dismissed in favor of Real Business Cycle models or New Keynesian models based on price stickiness or countercyclical markups. The bulk of the evidence for procyclical real wages, however, comes from studies using panel data that estimate the unconditional, contemporaneous correlation between real wages and the unemployment rate. These studies constrain real wage cyclicality to be the same irrespective of the source of the business cycle fluctuations. This paper relaxes this constraint and estimates a structural VAR identified by long-run restrictions on the responses of hours and output to labor supply, technology, oil price, and aggregate demand shocks. It finds that real wages are procyclical in response to technology shocks and oil price shocks, but are countercyclical in response to labor supply shocks and aggregate demand shocks. The procyclicality of real wages during the periods covered by the panel data sets may be explained by the importance of the productivity slowdown and the 1970s oil price shocks. The results highlight the limitations of using the unconditional, contemporaneous correlation between real wages and business cycle indicators to sort out competing theories of the business cycle, and cast strong doubt on the appropriateness of the rejection of sticky wage models.
I. INTRODUCTION
A model's ability to explain procyclical movements in real wages has become an important benchmark by which macroeconomists judge business cycle theories. McCallum (1986) criticized and dismissed Keynesian models with sticky nominal wages (e.g., Fischer 1977 ) because these models predict countercyclical real wages. The main evidence for procyclical real wages comes 1 from panel-data based estimates of the unconditional, contemporaneous correlation between real wages and a cyclical variable (see Bils (1985) and Solon, Barsky, and Parker (1994) ). These 2 studies overturned earlier findings of countercyclical real wages (e.g., Neftci 1978; Sargent 1978) and acyclical real wages (e.g., Geary and Kennan 1982) . However, an important limitation shared by the empirical studies based on both the aggregate and panel data is that they constrain real wages to exhibit the same cyclicality, independent of the causes of the fluctuations in output. In fact, many types of economic disturbances can cause business cycles or contribute to the fluctuations in economic activity, including monetary disturbances, credit shocks, consumer confidence (or "animal spirits") shocks, technology or productivity shocks, taste shocks, labor supply shocks, oil price shocks, and exchange rate shocks. Empirical analyses based on structural vector autoregressions (VAR) identify several shocks that cause business cycles and decompose 2 fluctuations in output and other macroeconomic variables into those resulting from each of these shocks (see Blanchard and Watson, 1986; Shapiro and Watson, 1988; Blanchard, 1989; Blanchard and Quah, 1989; King, Plosser, Stock, and Watson, 1991; Gali, 1992) . And, Blanchard and Watson (1986) show that the cyclical covariance of real wages varies across postwar business cycles, suggesting that estimates of real wage cyclicality will be sensitive to the combination of shocks that drove any given business cycle. Indeed, Abraham and Haltiwanger (1995) emphasize that Bils and Solon, Barsky, and Parker studied periods with several important supply shocks, including two OPEC oil price shocks and the onset of the "productivity slowdown." This might explain the overall procyclical pattern of real wages found in these two studies, even if long-term nominal wage contracts are important in the transmission of nominal shocks into real fluctuations.
In this paper, I ask two important and related questions. First, do real wages have the same cyclical covariances with output in response to each of the various shocks that drive business cycles? And second, is the evidence of procyclical real wages obtained from panel data studies sufficient to discriminate between competing business cycle models? In answering these questions, I construct measures of conditional wage cyclicality--which I define as the correlation between the forecast errors of output and real wages--separately for each of the shocks. I look beyond estimates of the unconditional, contemporaneous correlation between real wages and cyclical indicators by examining the dynamic responses of real wages and output to the shocks that drive business cycles.
I use a variant of the augmented balanced-growth model presented in Shapiro and Watson (SW, 1988) to identify three aggregate supply shocks--labor supply shocks, technology shocks, and oil price shocks--and two aggregate demand shocks. Identification is based on restrictions on the long-run responses of output, hours and wages to the various shocks. Specifically, labor supply shocks are allowed to have permanent effects on output and hours, but not on real hourly compensation. Technology shocks can have permanent effects on output and hourly compensation, but not on hours worked. Similarly, oil price shocks can have permanent effects on output and wages, as well as on real oil prices, but not on hours worked. Both aggregate demand shocks--a nominal inflation shock and a real rate shock--can have only transitory effects 3 on output, hours, and wages. In addition, I add a sixth structural shock, which I call a labor share (or wage) shock. The labor share shock accounts for strictly transitory movements in real hourly compensation not explained by the other five shocks. Examples may include a shock to employers' health insurance costs that is offset in the long-run by a change in wage rates, a transitory change in the real minimum wage, workers' slow incorporation of the implications of the productivity slowdown into their real wage demands, and other shocks to the composition of labor compensation. I restrict this wage shock to have only transitory effects on output, hours, productivity, real wages, and inflation; this last restriction differentiates it from the aggregate demand shocks, which can have permanent effects on inflation.
I find that real wage cyclicality depends on the type of shocks driving the business cycles.
Real wages are very procyclical in response to technology shocks and oil price shocks, and mildly countercyclical (or acyclical) in response to labor supply shocks and aggregate demand shocks.
These estimates of conditional real wage cyclicality generally match the predictions from Keynesian models of aggregate supply with nominal wages stickier than nominal prices.
Over the period from 1955 to 1998, aggregate supply shocks accounted for more than 76 percent of the unanticipated movements in output after one to four quarters and nearly all of the unanticipated output movements after 16 or more quarters. The eight-quarter and 16-quarter ahead forecast errors in real wages and output are positively correlated, which is consistent with the finding of slightly procyclical aggregate real wages. But, because the competing shocks did not figure equally in each of the post-war business cycles, estimates of unconditional, correlations between real wages and the cycle are not sufficient for discriminating between different business cycle theories. Aggregate demand shocks appear to have played a major role in the recession of 1981-2, and to have contributed to a lesser degree toward the recessions in 1957-58 1960, 1969-70, 1974-5 and 1980 . In contrast, the oil-price shocks in the 1970s appear largely responsible for the recessions in 1974-5 and 1980 . Around the same time, the still-largely-unexplained productivity slowdown contributed to slower wage and output growth beginning in the late 1960s or early 1970s. Labor supply shocks were important in nearly all of the post-war economic downturns. Over the 1968 to 1988 period studied by SBP, oil price and technology shocks had a large influence on the pace of aggregate activity and, consequently, real wages appear to be In earlier work, Gamber and Joutz (1993) found a procyclical response of real wages to aggregate demand shocks. The 3 key difference between these authors' two sets of results likely owes to the different choices of wage measures in the two papers. In Gamber and Joutz (1993) , they use average hourly earnings in manufacturing as the wage measure, but in the later work they used hourly compensation (including both wages and benefits) in the nonfarm business sector. I have found that manufacturing wages are significantly more procyclical than hourly compensation in the nonfarm business sector, and that this difference is likely due to the greater cyclicality of hourly wages relative to hourly benefits. 4 somewhat more procyclical than over the full sample period. The heterogeneity of the post-war business cycles makes it impossible to draw conclusions about the relative importance of nominal wage and price stickiness from studies of the unconditional correlation between real wages and output.
These findings of the dependence of real wage cyclicality on the nature of the shocks driving each business cycle are consistent with most other studies that have examined the cyclicality of real wages in response to different shocks affecting the economy. Sumner and Silver (1989) stress that estimates of real wage cyclicality are dependent on the sample period chosen.
They find that in years in which there is a positive correlation between change in the inflation rate and change in the unemployment rate (countercyclical inflation), which they interpret as years dominated by aggregate supply shocks, the real wage is procyclical. In contrast, they find that in years in which the change in the inflation rate and the unemployment rate are negatively correlated, the real wage is countercyclical. Liederman (1982) shows that Barro-style unanticipated movements in money supply result in countercyclical real wages. Cogley (1993) , using a VAR methodology to test the neutrality of money in the short and medium run, finds that nominal wages are stickier than nominal prices, so that real wages move countercyclically in response to monetary shocks. Blanchard (1989) estimates a VAR identified by contemporaneous restrictions implied by economic theory and finds slightly countercyclical real wages in response to aggregate demand shocks.
Using a VAR identified using long-run restrictions similar to those in this paper, Gamber and Joutz (1997) find a negative correlation between hours and wages in response to aggregate demand and labor supply shocks, and a positive correlation in response to labor demand (technology) and oil price shocks. However, my specification of the VAR improves upon 3 Gamber and Joutz's in several ways important ways. First, in following Shapiro and Watson, I exploit the dynamics of hours, output, and oil prices to separately identify the three aggregate 5 supply shocks. In contrast, Gamber and Joutz use real wages in place of output in their VAR, and, in effect, identify the sources of business cycle fluctuations without reference to fluctuations in output. Second, I treat oil prices as exogenous only through 1985 to correspond to the period when OPEC was able to control prices; Gamber and Joutz (1997) treat oil prices as exogenous over the entire sample period. I find that the time series process for real oil prices appears to have broken sometime during the 1980s, and when I constrain oil prices to have the same effects on the endogenous variables over the full sample period, the two OPEC shocks in the 1970s are misidentified as technology shocks (OPEC I) and aggregate demand shocks (OPEC II). The misclassification of the oil shocks tends to make real wages movements in response to aggregate demand shocks look more procyclical. Third, as in SW, I identify the aggregate demand shocks as the unexplained components in equations for the change in inflation and for the level of the real three-month treasury rate, while Gamber and Joutz (1997) identify aggregate demand shocks from an equation for the unemployment rate. The appeal of the SW specification is that aggregate demand shocks are associated with inflation and interest rate surprises; as expected, positive inflation surprises lead to increases in output and positive interest rate surprises lead to decreases in output. There is no equally appealing rationale for using the unemployment rate equation to identify the aggregate demand shocks, especially in a VAR that already includes hours. I find that when I replace inflation in my VAR with the unemployment rate, real wages are strongly countercyclical in response to aggregate demand shocks, and that aggregate demand shocks explain more of the fluctuations in output at business cycle frequencies, but these results likely obtain because of the difficulty in separating the labor supply shocks from the aggregate demand shocks. Indeed, in the specification including the unemployment rate, labor supply shocks explain less of the variance in output and generate less countercyclical real wages; even more importantly, aggregate demand shocks seem to play a smaller role in causing recessions--especially the recession of 1981-82--in the alternative specification.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II develops the notion of conditional wage cyclicality and shows how aggregate estimates of real wage cyclicality could depend on the mix of shocks driving business cycles. Section III explains the estimation strategy, 6 including the implementation of the Shapiro-Watson long-run identifying restrictions in the VAR.
Section IV describes the data. Section V discusses the results. And, Section VI concludes.
II. CONDITIONAL REAL WAGE CYCLICALITY
The various structural shocks driving business cycle fluctuations may each generate different correlations between real wages and output. Theoretical models that relax this constraint, including the Fischer (1977) overlapping contracts model, allow both aggregate supply and demand shocks to affect output and can be consistent with different real wage-output correlations in response to the different types of shocks. In the Fischer model, positive aggregate demand shocks (monetary shocks) cause real wages to decline, allowing firms to hire more labor and increase output, and it is this prediction of countercyclical real wages that has been the basis for much of the criticism of sticky wage models. However, the Fischer model also predicts procyclical movements in real wages in response to aggregate supply shocks.
But most empirical studies of real wage cyclicality constrain real wages to have the same covariance with the cycle regardless of the causes of the business cycles. The empirical work can generally be classified into one of three groups: Studies that estimate the coefficient on a contemporaneous cyclical indicator--typically the growth in output, or the level or change in the unemployment rate--in a regression of a measure of real wages on the indicator and other control variables (e.g. Bils, SBP); studies that focus on the dynamic response of real wages estimated from the coefficients in a regression of real wages on its own lags and contemporaneous and lagged values of employment or output (e.g. Neftci 1978; Sargent 1978; Geary and Kennan 1982) ; and studies that estimate structural VARs and report the impulse response functions for real wages and a cyclical variable--output, employment, or the unemployment rate--to the various shocks identified (e.g. Blanchard 1989; Joutz 1993, 1997) . Only the studies in this last group relax the constraint that real wages have the identical cyclical correlation in response to all of the disturbances that can cause business cycles.
In this paper, I develop a more useful measure of conditional real wage cyclicality based on the correlations of the responses of real wages and output to aggregate supply and aggregate Gamber and Joutz (1997) report measures of real wage cyclicality based on the single-shock responses of hours and 4 real wages that are similar to the measures described here.
In the next section, I will discuss more completely the Shapiro and Watson's identification of aggregate supply and 5 demand shocks.
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(1) where the represent the n structural shocks, and the A (L) and B (L) are lag polynomials tracing
out the response of output and real wages to each of the shocks. I assume that the shocks are serially uncorrelated, mutually independent, and have constant variances:
I measure real wage cyclicality as the correlation between real output and real wages in response to the structural shocks that drive business cycles. Using the moving-average representations (1) and the properties of the structural shocks (2), the unconditional correlation between output and real wages is:
Of course, both the impulse response functions and the conditional correlations are derived from the moving average 6 representations of real wages and output. where the first term after the summation is the weight and the second term is the conditional correlation. Without knowledge of the full history of the shocks, both the weights and the conditional correlations in equation (4) are unobservable. I construct in-sample proxies for the conditional correlations from the k-period ahead forecast errors for real wages and output, defined as:
Then, for each of the shocks, , I estimate conditional real wage cyclicality as the correlation i between the k-quarter ahead forecast errors for real wages and output, where k is typically eight quarters:
Estimates of the correlations between the forecast errors (or elasticities of real wages with respect to output) are more useful than comparisons of impulse response functions for describing the cyclicality of real wages in response to the different shocks driving business cycles. These 6 measures can be compared with estimates of the cyclical correlations from different studies.
Moreover, given standard errors for the correlations--which I will construct by monte carlo methods--it is possible to at least informally test whether the differences between the conditional
All variables are represented in logs.
correlations in response to the different shocks are statistically significant. Thus, I can explicitly evaluate whether the mild procyclicality of aggregate real wages could, in principle, result from highly procyclical real wages in response to one or more of the structural shocks and countercyclical real wages in response to another of the shocks.
III. THE MODEL

Identification of the Structural VAR by Long-Run Restrictions
I follow Shapiro and Watson (1988, SW) in identifying three types of aggregate supply shocks--labor supply shocks, technology shocks, and oil price shocks--and aggregate demand shocks using long-run restrictions on the responses of output, hours, and real wages. SW's key identifying restriction is that aggregate demand shocks have only transitory effects on output, hours, and wages. SW's identifying restrictions can be viewed a superset of the restrictions used by Blanchard and Quah (1989) to identify a single aggregate supply shock and a single aggregate demand shock by restricting aggregate demand shocks to have only transitory effects on output.
SW separately identify the three aggregate supply shocks by imposing additional long-run restrictions: Labor supply shocks can have permanent effects on the level of output and hours worked, but not on the level of real wages; technology shocks can have permanent effects on the level of output and real wages, but not on the level of hours worked; oil-price shocks can have permanent effects on output and real wages, but not on hours worked. Oil-price shocks are differentiated from technology shocks by assuming that oil prices are exogenous.
SW obtain these restrictions from a simple balanced growth model, with the transitory aggregate demand shocks and permanent oil price shocks added. SW modeled the permanent component of output using the Cobb-Douglass value-added production function:
(10)
where the *'d variables represent the permanent components and y is real output, h is hours of all
In a strict sense, oil-price shocks should not have permanent effects on output when output is measured as value added , 8 as implied by the production function (7) and the choice of data (real gross domestic product in the nonfarm business sector). If a value-added production function exists, then the long-run capital-to-output ratio cannot be affected by real oil prices, and real oil prices can have no permanent effects on output or real wages. By leaving the long-run effects of real oil prices unrestricted, I allow the data to speak to this issue.
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share shock) cannot have permanent effects on wages, labor productivity, output or hours. With only these restrictions, the wage shock is indistinguishable from an aggregate demand shock.
Thus, identification of the wage shock requires an additional restriction; to this end, I assume that the wage shock--which captures transitory movements in real hourly compensation that cannot be explained by the five other structural shocks--cannot have a permanent effect on inflation. Along these lines, I interpret the wage shocks as shocks to the composition of compensation--such as a shock to benefit costs that is eventually offset by a change in wage rates, a temporary change in the real minimum wage, or workers' slow acceptance of the implications of the change in the growth rate of productivity on the sustainable rate of real wage growth.
To treat oil-price shocks as aggregate supply shocks, SW relaxed the assumption implicit in the balanced growth model that capital-to-output ratio is constant in the long run. Instead,
8
SW allowed the long-run capital-to-output ratio to be a function of the level of real oil prices.
When the price of energy increases, this raises the cost of using capital relative to the cost of using labor, assuming that capital and oil are complements in production. If firms economize on the use of capital, while still treating hours worked as exogenous in the long run, this reduces the capital-to-output ratio, the capital-to-labor ratio, and the levels of real output and wages.
Model Specification and Time Series Properties of the Data
The estimable model contains five equations--one each for the labor supply shock, the technology shock, the labor share shock, and the two aggregate demand shocks. Equivalently, there is one equation for each of the endogenous variables (hours, productivity, inflation, the real interest rate, and labor's share); I treat oil prices as exogenous. In specifying and estimating the VAR, I consider the time-series properties of the series: The left hand side variables for each equation must be stationary, and all cointegrating relationships must be taken into account. I plot the time series for hours of all persons, output, labor productivity, inflation, real wages, and the All augmented Dickey-Fuller t-statistics reported here are for regressions including six lags and a constant and, unless 9 otherwise noted, are estimated over the 1954:4 to 1998:4 period. The equations used to test for the presence of a unit root in hours, output, labor productivity, real wages, and the difference between labor productivity and real wages all include a time trend. The equations for inflation, the nominal interest rate, and the real interest rate do not include a time trend.
12 real interest rate in the nonfarm business sector in figure 1.
The model assumes that labor force growth and technology growth drive output growth in the long run, and that the levels of both can be represented as integrated processes. The unit-root assumptions for hours worked and labor productivity are appealing. Hours worked can be written as the population times the labor force participation rate times the employment rate times the average workweek. Population growth has varied considerably over the time period, and neither the labor force participation rate nor the aggregate workweek have followed a simple time trend.
Similarly, labor productivity does not appear to be trend stationary, at least not around a single trend line over the whole period. The augmented Dickey-Fuller t-statistics for hours, labor productivity, and output are 3.02, 2.16, and 1.14. respectively. The five and ten percent critical 9 values are -3.45 and -3.15, indicating that the hypothesis of a unit root cannot be rejected for any of these series, and when estimating the model I specify each of these variables as first differences.
The data provide less guidance for determining the appropriate differencing for the inflation rate. Shapiro (1993) analyzed the times series properties of the inflation rate measured by change in the Consumer Price Index (CPI) and found that the results of unit root tests are sensitive to the choice of sample period. Specifically, Shapiro (1993) found that the longer the period is extended past the disinflation of the early 1980s, the more mean-reverting inflation looks. In addition, inflation is very variable in the Korean War period, and unit-root tests are sensitive to the inclusion of data from the early 1950s. I find a similar sensitivity of the results using the implicit price deflator for the nonfarm business sector (excluding housing). The augmented Dickey-Fuller t-statistic for the presence of a unit root in the inflation rate is -2.32 when the sample period extends from 1954:4 to 1998:4 and 2.57 when the period is extended to cover 1950:4 to 1954:3, compared with the five and ten percent critical values for the augmented Dickey-Fuller tests with no trend of -2.89 and -2.57, respectively. The hypothesis of a unit root cannot be rejected when the sample excludes the Korean War, and can only be marginally rejected when the Korean War period is included. Moreover, inflation may look more mean reverting 13 since the early 1980s precisely because monetary policy was successful in eliminating much of the supply-shock-induced inflation that persisted through the 1970s. Shapiro (1993) argues that the disinflation in the early 1980s had a longer-lived effect on inflation than did some of the earlier exogenous changes in monetary policy identified by Romer and Romer (1989) . In other words, the disinflation of the early 1980s was a permanent or near permanent shock to the inflation rate.
Similarly, the high inflation of the 1970s resulting in part from the two OPEC oil shocks was quite persistent. These experiences suggest that aggregate supply and demand shocks should be allowed to have permanent or very persistent effects on its level. Blough (1991) suggests that in choosing the appropriate differencing for a series, it is important to consider the context in which it is being used. For the purposes here, it is more appropriate to allow the aggregate demand and supply shocks to have permanent effects on the level of inflation and let the data determine their importance, rather than to impose stationarity. Thus, I enter the first difference of the inflation rate in the model.
The real interest rate is defined as the secondary market rate on the three month Treasury
Bill minus the contemporaneous rise in the nonfarm business sector price index. The augmented Dickey-Fuller t-statistic for the real interest rate is -2.22. The hypothesis of a unit root cannot be rejected at the 10 percent significance level (critical value of -2.57). However, economic intuition strongly points to a stationary real interest rate series. For example, the Solow model predicts a constant real interest rate at all steady states, assuming population growth is constant. The stationarity of the change in hours is equivalent to saying that population growth rates are mean reverting. Taking the view that real interest rates are constant in the long run, I treat the real interest rate as stationary.
Equation (10), as well as economic theory, suggests both that real wages follow an integrated process, and that the real wage is cointegrated with labor productivity. In fact, as discussed above, the log difference of real hourly compensation less real labor productivity is the log of labor's share of costs, which appears to be stationary. The augmented Dickey-Fuller tstatistic for the w -(y -h ) is -3.11, indicating that the hypothesis of a unit root can be rejected at demand shocks, and m is the labor share shock. following Shapiro and Watson (1988) , I impose the additional restrictions necessary to identify the structural parameters on the matrix of long-run multipliers, A(1): where o is the change in oil prices. As in SW, I impose the long-run restrictions by constraining t the sets of coefficients on the changes in productivity, changes in the rate of inflation, the real interest rate, and the labor share to each sum to zero, which I do by differencing the right hand
The following is an example of how double differencing works: Suppose that = 0 for j = 1 to p and there is a unit 10 hh,j sized shock to oil prices in period t, and no other shocks. Using equation (10) Because oil prices are assumed to be exogenous, no "oil price" equation is estimated.
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The two demand shocks are not separately identified, so I avoid analysis of the separate effects of the two demand 12 shocks on output and the real wage.
(14)
side variables whose associated shocks must have no permanent effects. In addition, I impose 10 the restrictions that the oil price shocks cannot have any permanent effect on hours by constraining the coefficients on the changes in oil prices to sum to zero. I can rewrite equation (13) A(0). In practice, the overidentification results in a small correlation between the labor supply Hooker (1999) finds evidence that the relationship between oil prices and the macroeconomy established by Hamilton
13
(1983) broke down in the mid-1980s. He tests whether oil prices Granger cause output growth. He finds that oil prices are significant in all regressions at better than the 10 percent level when the sample period ends prior to 1983. When the sample period extends past the early 1980s, Hooker finds that oil prices do not Granger cause output or other macroeconomic indicators.
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and technology shocks; because this correlation is small, the imposition of complete orthogonalization on the covariance matrix of the shocks has trivial effects on the results presented below.
Oil Prices
As discussed above, I allow the changes in real oil prices to be exogenous to the model.
However, I find that the time-series process for oil prices appears to have changed sometime in the mid-1980s. I plot the time series for real and nominal oil prices in figure 2. Through the early 1980s, nominal crude oil prices were set largely by the OPEC cartel, and, before that, the Texas Railroad Commission. Until the first OPEC oil price shock in 1973, the price of crude oil (in current dollars) tended to remain relatively constant for long periods and to be adjusted in discrete increments. But, beginning sometime during the mid-1980s, oil prices became more volatile and began to more closely resemble other commodity prices series.
In order to include oil prices in the model and obtain sensible estimates for the effects of oil prices on the endogenous variables, I must account for this change in time series properties.
To do this, I assumed that oil prices were exogenously determined from the beginning of the sample through the end of 1985, and endogenously determined since 1986. Specifically, I set the oil price shock to be equal to the change in oil prices through 1985 and zero since. To determine the break point for the oil price series, I examined the correlogram of the real oil price series allowing for breaks in the process between 1979 and 1988, but found no conclusive break point. Economic Activity (BEA) constructs the GDP data from a variety of sources; output in the government sector, the farm sector, and in housing are difficult to measure, and in computing the official productivity statistics, the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) excludes these sectors. The price measure is the implicit price deflator for the nonfarm business sector (excluding housing).
The hours measure is hours of all persons in the non-farm business sector (excluding housing), which BLS uses in producing the statistics on productivity and costs. Nominal oil prices are measured as the producer price index for crude oil and are not seasonally adjusted. The nominal interest rate is the market rate on U.S. three month treasury bills.
I use total nominal hourly compensation for all persons in the nonfarm business sector, which BLS also produces for the productivity and cost release. I chose this compensation series instead of the more common series on wages and salaries of production and non-supervisory workers in manufacturing because it provides broader coverage and is more comparable with the output and hours and output series I use. To construct real hourly compensation, which I refer to liberally in the text and tables as real wages, I deflate by the price series.
V. RESULTS I estimate the model described above using eight lags of each of the variables over the period from 1955:4 to 1998:4, and present the measures of conditional wage cyclicality derived in
The full sample runs from 1953:4 to 1998:4, but is shortened by the inclusion of eight lags of the exogenous and 14 endogenous variables. I ran likelihood ratio tests to determine the optimal lag length. I tested eight lags vs. six lags and found that I could reject the hypothesis that the last two lags of all variables in all equations were zero. I tested six vs. four lags and found that I could not reject that the last two lags were zero. I tested eight vs. four lags and found that I could reject that the last four lags were zero. Finally, I tested ten vs. eight lags and found that I could reject that the last two lags were zero. I chose to use eight lags rather than ten as a nod towards parsimony. The results are not sensitive to the choice of eight lags vs. ten. The results are sensitive to the choice of eight lags vs. six in the sense that with eight lags I find that real wages are (statistically insignificantly) countercyclical in response to aggregate demand shocks, whereas for six lags I obtained a point estimate of nearly zero for the correlation between output and real wages in response to aggregate demand shocks.
The standard errors were calculated by bootstrapping the residuals 1000 times, regenerating the series using the 15 estimated coefficients from the VAR, and then reestimating the model; throughout the iterations, I assume that real oil prices are exogenous.
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Section II. In brief, I find that real wages move procyclically (are positively correlated with 14 output) in response to technology shocks and oil price shocks, and move countercyclically (are negatively correlated with output) in response to labor supply shocks and aggregate demand shocks. I present the key results in tables 1 and 2, and figure 3. Table 1 
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In the tables, I report the value of the statistic (e.g. the correlation of the eight-quarter ahead forecast errors in real 16 wages and output in response to labor supply shocks) estimated from the original model and standard errors derived from the bootstrapping. However, in many cases, the mean of the statistic from the bootstrapping exercise differs from the value of the statistic obtained by estimating the model using the actual data. In this specific case, the mean of the correlation based on the bootstrapped residuals is -0.49, which is about half of the estimated value. Because the bootstrapping is based on the estimated coefficients and residuals from the model, one might interpret the difference between the mean and the actual estimated value as an estimate of the bias in the statistic.
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Turning now to the forecast errors in response to the individual shocks, the variance decomposition in table 2 shows that aggregate supply shocks account for more than three-fourths of the variance in output and well more than half of the variance in wages at all horizons; of course, the identifying restrictions that aggregate demand and labor share shocks cannot have any permanent effects on output, hours, and wages forces the aggregate supply shocks to explain all of the forecast error variance at long horizons.
Labor Supply Shocks
As shown in the second row of shifting of a labor supply curve along a downward sloping labor demand curve. As shown on figure 3, these shocks played some role in the recessions of 1957-58, 1960-61, 1969-70, 1980, and 1981-82 , and were an important driving force behind the recession in 1990-91. In addition, the slow recovery of the labor market following the last recession is attributed to labor supply shocks. Overall, the labor supply shocks explain one-third of the forecast error variance in output, but substantially less of the forecast error variance in real wages.
Oil Price Shocks
The model identifies the two OPEC-led price increases in the 1970s as major contributing factors to the recessions in 1974-5 and the double-dip recessions of 1980 and 1981 -82. Hamilton (1983 points out that oil price increases also preceded earlier recessions, and some mild recessionary effects in the 1957 recession are apparent. Overall, oil price shocks explained about 10 percent of the forecast error variances in output and wages after 8 quarters. As shown on figure 3, real wages and output move closely together in response to the oil shocks, indicating However, oil price shocks are not the same as technology shocks. While a technology shock can shift the production 17 function, oil price shocks cause firms to move along the production function by varying their relative factor utilizations in response to changes in factor prices. Oil price shocks shift the aggregate supply curve because they affect the marginal cost of production, given labor and capital inputs.
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that real wages are procyclical in response to oil price shocks; the correlation between the forecast errors in real wages and output after eight quarters is 0.98 (with a standard error of 0.10), and the output elasticity of real wages is 0.50 (with a standard error of 0.19).
Following an oil price shock, output and real wages are lower. Although this is inconsistent with the simple value-added production function in equation (7) it might reflect some complementarity between energy and capital usage in production. If energy becomes more expensive, firms may want to economize on its use by substituting labor input for capital and energy inputs. In the short run, capital and labor may not be very substitutable in a given production process, and labor may be relatively immobile across industries. So, even if the longrun effect is that for a given capital stock firms would increase their demand for labor, in the short run firms will find it difficult to make this substitution and unprofitable to utilize all of their capital. Effective labor demand will decrease in the short run. In the long run, firms will use less capital in production but will be able to substitute labor for capital so the capital-to-labor ratio and the marginal product of labor would both be lower. And, since labor supply is completely inelastic and exogenous in the long run, output must be lower if the capital stock is lower. The difference between the short-and medium-run substitutability of capital and labor might explain the sharp drop in output in the short run and the partial recovery just a few quarters later. Rotemberg and Woodford (1993) show that the procyclicality of real wages and the sharp drops in output associated with the oil price shocks found using value-added data are puzzling unless there is imperfect competition and countercyclical markups of prices over marginal costs.
They argue that a constant or procyclical markup is not able to explain the large decline in output and real wages in response to oil price shocks apparent in the impulse response functions.
However, the procyclicality of real wages in the short run in response to oil price shocks is consistent with the more traditional notion of oil price shocks as aggregate supply shocks. If an increase in oil prices shifts the aggregate supply curve upward and to the left along a stable aggregate demand curve, output should fall and prices should increase. If nominal wages are 17 22 stickier than nominal prices, the increase in the price level will result in decreases in the real wage.
Alternatively, an oil price shock can be characterized as a shock to the labor demand curve. In a market clearing model, a shift in the labor demand curve along a stable labor supply curve moves hours and wages in the same direction.
Technology Shocks
As The cyclicality of real wages in response to aggregate demand shocks is of key interest for discriminating between different business cycle theories. As discussed above, sticky-wage models of the business cycle are perfectly consistent with procyclical real wages in response to aggregate supply shocks as well as with countercyclical real wages in response to aggregate demand shocks.
I find that in response to aggregate demand shocks, the eight-quarter ahead forecast errors in real
According to the bootstrapping exercise I use to generate the standard errors, the mean of the distribution of 18 correlations between real wages and output in response to aggregate demand shocks is very close to zero.
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wages and output negatively correlated (correlation = -0.49), but imprecisely estimated (standard error of 0.52). Similarly, the estimated output elasticity of real wages is negative (-0.12) but has 18 a large standard error (0.25). Given the wide confidence bands, this provides only limited evidence that real wages are countercyclical in response to aggregate demand shocks.
When I change the specification to bring it closer to that used by Gamber and Joutz (1997) by replacing the inflation equation with an equation for the unemployment rate, real wages are strongly countercyclical in response to aggregate demand shocks, and aggregate demand shocks explain more of the fluctuations in output at business cycle frequencies. There is, however, no particularly appealing rationale for using the unemployment rate equation to identify the aggregate demand shocks, especially in a VAR that already includes hours. In fact, it is likely that the estimates of greater countercyclicality of real wages in response to aggregate demand shocks in this alternative specification obtain because of the difficulty in separating the labor supply shocks from the aggregate demand shocks; indeed, in the alternative specification, labor supply shocks explain less of the variance in output and generate less countercyclical real wages.
And, more importantly, in the alternative specification, aggregate demand shocks seem to play a smaller role in causing recessions--especially the recession of 1981-82.
The estimates of the correlation between the forecast errors in output and real wages in response to aggregate demand shocks are somewhat sensitive to other choices of model specification. When I estimate the model using six lags rather than eight, I find that in response to aggregate demand shocks, real wages and output are essentially uncorrelated (correlation = 0.09 with a standard error of 0.47), and just as in the base case, output movements arising from aggregate demand shocks are not associated with any sizeable movements in real wages (the output elasticity of real wages = 0.02 with a standard error of 0.26). However, focusing only on the estimate of the contemporaneous correlation can be misleading. Indeed, the cross correlogram between the forecast errors in output and real wages shows that even though wages and output are roughly uncorrelated contemporaneously, the period t forecast error in wages is negatively correlated with the period t+i forecast errors in output, where i = 1 through 15. The Den Haan (1996) makes the point that wage stickiness implies a relationship between real wages and employment at 19 high frequencies, but not necessarily at low frequencies.
The first OPEC shock is misidentified as a technology shock. In fact, when oil prices are assumed exogenous over the 20 full sample period, oil price shocks explain little of the forecast error variance in output at all frequencies.
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negative correlation peaks at -0.32 after five quarters. Given the lengths of employment contracts and the frequency of wage changes, there should be a negative correlation between the forecast errors in wages and output at relatively high frequencies, but this relationship need not be contemporaneous. Thus, the time series evidence based on the estimates of the model using six 19 lags can be interpreted as consistent with at least some role for wage stickiness in propagating the effects of aggregate demand shocks on real output.
The estimates of the real wage-output relationship in response to aggregate demand shocks is also sensitive to the treatment of real oil prices in the model. In the featured estimates, I
assume that real oil prices are exogenous through the end of 1985, and endogenous thereafter. If instead I assume that real oil prices are fully exogenous and I constrain oil price shocks to have the same effects on the endogenous variables over the entire sample period, I find that real wages are procyclical in response to aggregate demand shocks (correlation = 0.26). However, this result appears to be driven by the misclassification of the second OPEC shock as an aggregate demand shock. In contrast, when I treat oil prices as exogenous over the full sample period but allow 
Sensitivity of the Estimates of Real Wage Cyclicality to the Choice of Time Period
Given that real wages have different covariances with output depending on the types of shock driving output fluctuations and that different types of shocks were important during different time periods, it follows that estimates of the cyclicality of real wages should be sensitive to the choice of sample period. In the top panel of figure 4 , I report the estimated coefficients on the total eight-quarter ahead forecast error in output from the regression of the forecast error in 26 real wages on the forecast error in output from overlapping 20 year sample periods. As shown in the figure, real wages are estimated to be quite procyclical when the sample period includes the 1960s. When the sample period begins in the late 1970s, real wages are estimated to be roughly acyclical. The estimated coefficient peaks when the sample period runs 1966 to 1986--the period including the productivity slowdown as well as the two OPEC shocks, and nearly the same period used by Solon, Barsky, and Parker (1994) when they found that real wages are significantly procyclical. The bottom panel of figure 4 shows the estimates of the coefficients on the change in the unemployment rate from a regression of the growth in real wages on the change in the unemployment rate using published data. Again, this figure shows that the estimates of real wage cyclicality are sensitive to the choice of time period, that they show the greatest procyclicality in the aggregate real wage during the period including the productivity slowdown.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, I ask the important question of whether real wage cyclicality can be accurately characterized by the unconditional, contemporaneous correlation between real wages and output, employment, or the unemployment rate. Studies using panel data have found that real wages are significantly procyclical. These studies, however, constrain real wages to have the same cyclical covariance during all business cycles, although the business cycles can have several causes.
Using a variant of the model in Shapiro and Watson (1988) , I study the dynamic responses of real wages to a variety of shocks that cause business cycles. I find that there are important differences in the cyclicality of real wages in response to the structural shocks. I find that labor supply shocks and aggregate demand shocks cause countercyclical movements in real wages.
Technology shocks and oil price shocks, which can both be interpreted as labor demand shocks, cause real wages to move procyclically.
The estimated cyclicality of real wages in response to labor supply shocks and technology shocks should be uncontroversial. There is, however, little agreement in the literature on how real wages should behave in response to aggregate demand shocks. Sticky nominal wage models fell out of favor with macroeconomists when recent evidence showed that real wages are procyclical.
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Recent models in which most movements in output are due to movements in aggregate demand are consistent with the evidence showing procyclical real wages. Unlike sticky wage models, sticky price models and models based on countercyclical markups of price over marginal cost generate procyclical real wages in response to aggregate demand shocks.
The findings in this paper demonstrate that simple summary statistics based on the unconditional, contemporaneous correlation between real wages and output, employment, or the unemployment rate are not sufficient to discriminate between competing models of the business cycle. They also suggest that models explaining business cycles as the result of fluctuations in aggregate demand need not be constrained in order that their predictions match the stylized fact of an overall procyclical real wage. Countercyclical or acyclical real wage responses to aggregate demand shocks are consistent with an overall procyclical real wage because of the substantial procyclicality of the real wage in response to oil price and technology shocks. The evidence in this paper casts doubt on the appropriateness of rejecting sticky wage models because of their predictions of countercyclical real wages.
The k-quarter ahead forecast errors are constructed as the moving average coefficients on real wages and output times 1 the realizations of the structural shocks. The forecast errors due to aggregate demand shocks reported are the sum of the two forecast error series due to the individual aggregate demand shocks. Standard errors, in parentheses, are calculated by bootstrapping the residuals 1000 times, regenerating the series at each iteration, and then recalculating the statistics. 
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